2011 Annual Conference

Registration
October 12-14, 2011
The Venetian and The Palazzo
Resort Hotel Casinos
Las Vegas, Nevada
The Qualitative Research Consultants Association is dedicated to advancing the discipline
of qualitative research worldwide. The QRCA Annual Conference is the best opportunity you
have as a qualitative researcher to learn and grow in your profession and to meet other
practitioners in an open, collegial setting. This year’s tracks are the following:
Technique: Keeping your moderating skills current and incorporating new approaches
into your qualitative practice allows you to be the “go to” researcher for client projects.
Enjoy a range of presentations to fit your personal needs: from traditional venues to online
methods to ethnography, with plenty of advanced topics for seasoned moderators.
Interpretation: Your analytic and reporting skills say a lot about you and how you are
viewed by clients. These presentations provide you with options to strengthen your final
client deliverables – and leave a lasting impression.
Catalyst: These workshops have been selected for their potential to inform you about
related-field trends that could impact the work you do in a positive way. Tailored to
qualitative researchers and their practices, these presentations are designed to get you
thinking about the work you do in a whole new way. Some sessions may be tactical and
others conceptual, but all should get you thinking “what if…?”
Business: These presentations are all about the business side of your
practice. Workshops focus on productivity, brand identification and building,
and working harder to serve clients/industries.

Schedule at-a-Glance
Early Arrivals Dinner
Tuesday, October 11 | 7:00 p.m.

An informal dinner (not included as part of the conference fee) for both
international as well non-international early arrival attendees is planned for
Tuesday evening.

5:45 - 6:45 p.m.		
			
7:00 - 10:00 p.m.		

Friday, October 14

Wednesday, October 12
11:00 a.m.		
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
12:30 - 1:00 p.m.		
1:00 - 1:15 p.m.		
1:15 - 2:45 p.m.		
2:45 - 3:00 p.m.		
3:00 - 4:15 p.m.		
4:15 - 4:30 p.m.		
4:30 - 5:30 p.m.		
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.		
7:30 p.m. 		

Registration Opens
Marketplace Opens
Ambassadors/First Timers Meeting
Welcome/Conference Kick-off
Master Class Keynote Session
Break
Master Class Keynote Session (continued)
Break
Roundtable Discussions
Cocktail Party with the QRCA Band
Dine-Arounds

Thursday, October 13
7:00 - 8:00 a.m.		
8:00 - 9:00 a.m.		
			
9:00 - 10:15 a.m.		
10:15 - 10:45 a.m.		
10:45 - 12:15 p.m.		
}
}
}
}

Power Up Through Paradox: Polarity Management® as a Tool for
Addressing Complexity
Need a “Magic Wand” for Your Boring and Ugly Reports?
Building on Spirit: Practical Applications to Establish the Ultimate
Connection
Repositioning Yourself

12:15 - 1:30 p.m.		
1:30 - 3:00 p.m.		
}
}
}
}

}
}
}

}
}
}
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Break in Marketplace
Workshops:

How to Unlock the Treasures, and Avoid the Pitfalls, of Social Media
Listening
Vegas, Baby!
Get Ahead in the Cloud: How to Run Your Business Cost Effectively
Using Tools and Services Freely Available Online
Unleashing the Power of Real People

4:30 - 4:45 p.m.
4:45 - 5:45 p.m.		
}

Lunch and Break in Marketplace
Workshops:		

A Day in the Life: My First Year as an MROC Moderator
Leftovers: Chicken Soup for the Qualitative Researcher’s Soul
Amp Up Your Practice with Visual Thinking
Interpreting Ethnography for Actionable Insights

3:00 - 3:30 p.m.		
3:30 - 4:30 p.m.		
}

Healthy Connections
Breakfast/Optional Committee and
SIG Meetings
Annual Membership Meeting/Town Hall
Break in Marketplace
Workshops:

Break
Workshops:

Every Time I Think I Have the Answers, Someone Changes the Questions:
QR in the Rapidly Changing World of US Healthcare
Qualitative Research on a Quantitative Scale: Are We Ready?
Supercharging Qualitative Insights into Marketing Messages
Sparks! How to Ignite Red Hot Ideas: A Hands-On, 101 Guide to Idea
Generation and Connection-Making Exercises

Break in Marketplace, free time
and optional SIG meetings
Vegas-style Party at Lavo Nightclub

7:00 - 8:00 a.m.		
8:00 - 9:00 a.m.		
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
}
}
}

The Marketing of Research: Engaging Key Stakeholders Through
Research and Reporting
Going for a BIG Insight? Understanding the Stages of Creativity
Hate Selling? Build Profile Instead

10:30 - 11:00 a.m.		
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
}
}
}

}
}

}

Awards Luncheon
Break
Workshops:

Increasing the Effectiveness of Ethnography in Shopper Insights Research:
Or, Understanding the Shopping Primate
The Dating Game: Attraction to Long-Term Client Relationships
Art as Qualitative Research: Considering the Possibilities

3:30 - 3:45 p.m.		
3:45 - 5:15 p.m.		
}
}

Last Break in Marketplace
Workshops:

The Six Drivers of Trust: Building Trust in Your Market Research and Brand
Moving Traditional Projectives Online
Tech Tools & Jargon for Success in Business

12:00 - 1:45 p.m.		
1:45 - 2:00 p.m.		
2:00 - 3:30 p.m.		
}

Healthy Connections
Breakfast/Optional Chapter Meetings
Workshops:

Break
Workshops:

“In the Moment” with Mobile
Concept Crisis 101: How to Fix, Cobble and Mend “Broken”
Concepts for Actionable Client Learning
Everything Old is New Again: How to Refresh Focus Groups and
Save Your Business

5:15 - 6:45 p.m.		
7:00 p.m.			

Farewell Cocktails
Dine-Arounds

Annual Membership Meeting | Town Hall
Thursday, October 13 | 9:00 - 10:15 a.m.

This meeting is a wonderful opportunity for members to learn about the
goings-on within QRCA over the past year. The Board of Directors and staff will
be present. Short presentations on the association’s finances, PR efforts, and
accomplishments over the past year will be given, and time will be alloted for
member questions and comments.

Roundtable Discussions
Wednesday, October 12 | 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

QRCA Roundtable Discussions are designed to help members get to know one
another (or know one another better) by sharing experiences, ideas, and/or
questions about topics of common interest in an informal, quasi-leaderless
discussion. There will be a list of discussion topics to choose from in advance,
and the idea is that all QRCs can contribute on their chosen topic(s) given the
diversity of our research experiences.

Full Schedule
Sessions are grouped in “tracks” (see front cover).
Speaker biographies and much more are available on the
conference website at www.qrca.org/2011.

Wednesday, October 12, 2011
Workshop: 1:15 - 2:45 p.m. and 3:00 - 4:15
Master Class Keynote Session

Presenters: J. Robert “Bob” Harris , Judy Langer, Pat Sabena

Surgeons stand in to observe other surgeons. Pilots watch other pilots from the
jump seat. Teachers spend months in another teacher’s classroom. Why? To
transfer learning and skills in the spirit of best practices. Shouldn’t we as moderators do the same? Don’t miss this special opportunity to learn directly from
those who have shaped qualitative research into what it is today! This session
was a hit when it was presented at the Philly chapter, and now we’re bringing it to the entire membership with a fresh topic and local Nevada consumer
respondents.
J.R. Harris, Judy Langer and Pat Sabena, with more than 115 years of collective
experience, will share how they developed their style and approach to moderating, and then show us how they do it by each moderating a live 30-minute
mini-group. Join the discussion as we each consider our own unique style
and approach and explore opportunities for individual growth as Qualitative
Research Consultants.
We will kick off with a panel discussion as J.R., Judy and Pat talk about how they
initially work to clearly understand client needs and objectives, and the impact
on designing the discussion guide, and then move on to three 30-minute
mini-groups conducted by each panelist with moderator debriefs in between.
(Each presenter/moderator will prepare a discussion guide based on his/her
interpretation of a research brief created by the conference leadership team.)
We conclude with a discussion about what was learned collectively in observing different styles and approaches, as well as taking time to share potential
individual implications in helping us all better serve our clients.

wisdom about dynamic tensions, it encourages us to understand that complex
challenges cannot be addressed by only one answer. To breathe, we inhale and
we exhale; we cannot survive if we do just one. Many interdependent factors
or polarities appear in the work done by researchers; for example, cognition
and emotion, expectation and experience, lead the market and respond to
the market. In this session you will build awareness of common polarities,
distinguish them from problems to solve, and learn how to map polarities
(identifying positives, negatives, action steps and early warnings) as a practical
and creative tool for your work. You will be challenged to use a new lens and
supplement either-or thinking with both-and thinking, affirming the richness of
the work you do.
Target audience: For QRCs seeking new analytic tools for their practice and for successfully interacting in the world in general.

Need a “Magic Wand” for Your Boring and Ugly Reports?
Presenter: Tim Billies

Dread the reporting phase of your projects? Want to stand out from the
crowd and deliver your clients memorable, impactful reports? In this session
you’ll learn how to “skinny down” the text and augment it with combinations of
imagery, video, music, and flowing symbolism. We’ll review the Deep D.I.V.E. (Dynamic, Interactive, Versatile, and Engaging) reporting approach and show you
how these new skills will not only emblazon your research findings, but will “live
on” in the eyes, hearts, and minds of your clients and other third-party players.
This session will cover:
} Philosophy and Design Principles
} Common Pitfalls
} Basic Creative Layouts with High Impact
} Extensive Before and After How-To’s
Attendees will leave this session ready to embrace reporting with creativity and
zest, with the needed tools to take their reports to the next level.
Target audience: QRCs creating qualitative marketing research reports and presentations, ideally with at least a baseline understanding of PowerPoint.

Building on Spirit: Practical Applications to Establish the
Ultimate Connection

Roundtable Discussions: 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Cocktail Party with the QRCA Band: 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Dine-Arounds: 7:30 p.m.

Dine-arounds are the perfect place to relax over a great meal and really get
to know fellow QRCs socially, at a slower pace than most Conference activities
allow. Sign up at the Conference to join a group of 8-12 other QRCs for dinner.
Make your selection from the restaurant descriptions posted on the DineArounds board near the hospitality table.

Thursday, October 13, 2011
Workshops: 10:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
Power Up Through Paradox: Polarity Management® as a
Tool for Addressing Complexity
Presenter: Liz Monroe-Cook

Using paradox or reconciling seemingly opposite truths is recognized as essential for addressing complexity. Explaining complexity is a particular benefit
of qualitative research. But do we use awareness of paradox as deliberately
and consciously as we could?
This session will introduce Polarity Management®, a form of systems thinking
that taps the power of paradox. Polarity Management is both a way of thinking and a specific tool for analysis and action planning. Drawing on ancient

Presenter: Ricardo López
}
}
}
}
}

There are no bad respondents
The group you are moderating is always perfect
You are responsible for everything that happens in the group
You can effectively connect with any participant regardless of race
or ethnicity
Welcome to “Building on Spirit”!

You may have seen Ricardo’s presentation on “Moderating with Spirit” at a
prior QRCA conference or chapter meeting. In “Moderating with Spirit” Ricardo
explored the intangible qualities that QRCs use to connect to participants and
outlined a set of principles that are used by the masters in our field.
This presentation builds on those principles and teaches various techniques
and exercises that are conducive to building a spiritual connection with
research participants – a connection that will put you in control of every
interview.
The presentation starts with a quick summary of what moderating with spirit
is all about. It then goes into a tutorial of basic approaches and techniques
that help open the path to this higher level of engagement. It includes basic
instructions and many “tested” qualitative research practices on how to eliminate the roadblocks that prevent heightened engagement; it also incorporates
interactive demonstrations.
Target audience: For QRCs seeking new analytic tools for their practice and for successfully interacting in the world in general.
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Repositioning Yourself
Presenter: Karen Lynch

New methodologies, increased competitive pressures, changing customer
needs … how do you, an independent researcher, maintain the success
you’ve attained and/or make deliberate, strategic moves to be more successful in the qualitative market research field today? Do you find it hard to
describe how you stand out in the qualitative research crowd? This workshop
will provide the tools to reposition yourself in today’s world and enable you to
take the actions needed for success. It will include:
}
}
}

}

A brief introduction about personal brands and positioning
In small breakout groups, a discussion of the state of the qualitative
marketplace today – and where you currently fit in it
Proven “purposeful reflections” and independent brainstorming exercises
to help you create your new, improved, solidified image (based on the core
benefits you bring to the marketplace)
An “action framework” for taking that image public and establishing your
new positioning

As an attendee, you will leave the session having started the necessary work
to determine where you are in your career, where you want to go, and how you
can get there. Now is the time to focus on yourself and do the work you can’t
afford not to do!
Target audience: For independent qualitative researchers, whether newly out-ofschool, just hanging out a shingle, or experienced but looking to evaluate and promote
their point of difference in today’s marketplace.

Workshops: 1:30 - 3:00 p.m.
A Day in the Life: My First Year as an MROC Moderator
Presenter: Holly O’Neill

MROCs (Market Research Online Communities) are the hottest growth area in
qualitative research! Why? Because marketers desire to go beyond interviewing respondents about their opinions and seek to also build relationships with
their customers and prospects.
Don’t be left behind! Join the online revolution where social media meets
market research. In this informative and entertaining seminar, you’ll hear
first-hand, from an experienced QRC (turned MROC moderator) how to sell
MROCs, how to build them, and how to service and analyze them to yield
actionable insights for your clients. With this powerful new technology, you’ll
see how to capture rich customer insights organically through social media
as well as more formally via robust online qualitative tools – all inside one
custom-research portal!
In this informational presentation, you’ll:
}
}
}

Walk away with the introductory knowledge moderators need to
begin offering MROCs
Learn practical how-to’s from an MROC moderator, from planning to
moderating to reporting
Equip yourself with a toolbox full of dos & don’ts for servicing MROCs

Join in on the community spirit! Increase your market value as a QRC and add
a new income stream by selling and servicing MROCs!
Target audience: Experienced QRCs, with online qualitative proficiency, who wish to
learn how to apply their skills to the new and exciting methodology of MROCs.

Leftovers: Chicken Soup for the Qualitative Researcher’s Soul
Presenter: Ron O’Reilly

Beyond the obvious benefits of doing what we do (designing projects, talking
to respondents, uncovering insights, and earning an income in the process),
4

what else might QRCs gain by practicing their craft? Because qualitative
research emphasizes person-to-person encounters, often to gain narrative
data, those elicited stories may have value to the researcher beyond meeting
study objectives and preparing reports. Interviewees’ stories might have
appealing, amazing, revelatory, sad, and perhaps disturbing impact on the
researcher him/herself.
In this workshop we will interact with stories from people’s lives in business
contexts. We will consider the dynamics between data and stories, and get
comfortable with the tension between non-assumptive listening and inevitable
interpretive reaction. We will listen for the images and implications for our own
lives of “self, others, life, and world” that every story contains.
Ron’s mantra: “The purpose of each communication event is not ‘information’
– that’s just its method. The goal of communication is Transformation. All
stories must answer to hope!”
This session will not include pointers on how to conduct qualitative research.
Instead, attendees will benefit by increasing their sensitivity to opportunities to
reflect on the personal meanings that can be found through the stories they
encounter in their practice.
Target audience: Any researcher who is open to wonder at the privileged communications they share with clients and subjects, and who is willing to go beyond the definite
“How To?” toward the indefinite “What For?” This session is for QRCs who are comfortable with their QRC skills and yet want to get more out of their profession.

Amp Up Your Practice with Visual Thinking
Presenters: Susannah Childers and Lynette McCormack

Want to better engage your client teams while you’re moderating? Come learn
how the use of simple visuals can help your clients learn more, connect ideas
and have fun in the process!
This session will cover the basics of visual thinking and provide simple
graphic recording skills you can apply right away with your clients, including:
}
}
}
}
}

Why visuals? What they do and why they work
Overview of basic visual language
Drawing practice: basic shapes, using colors and recording practice
Using graphic templates as “visual thinking” tools
Plus, tips and resources for bringing visual thinking to your practice

In extended-breakout sessions, you’ll put to work what you’ve learned – literally drawing on the walls (paper covered, of course) and seeing the benefits
of visual thinking in practice.
As a result of this session you’ll learn:
} Why and how visuals help people go beyond top-of-mind responses
} How to use visuals to enhance engagement in a meeting
} How graphics help teams to see new connections and encourage
big picture thinking
} How simple graphic frameworks can support the group’s visual memory,
leading to increased alignment and productivity
} How the use of colors can enhance any recording (flip charting too!)
Target audience: Qualitative researchers at any level of experience can benefit from
this session. It will provide some simple and fun tools for the newest consultants and
bring new tricks to the most experienced among us.

Interpreting Ethnography for Actionable Insights
Presenters: Bill Abrams and John Holcombe

Participants will be exposed to a video extracted from an ethnography project
rich with emotional, cultural, and usage issues. Working in small groups and
using a proven process, they will collect and interpret the data, and develop
insights that unlock opportunities from the material under the guidance of

experienced professional ethnographers. At the close, attendees will share
their insights with the others. They will take away “eyes and ears” primed for
insight mining in their next ethnography project. (Attendees will be limited to
40 in order to facilitate the small group nature of the workshop.)
Target audience: For qualitative researchers who want sharpen their skills in finding
ethnographic insights that translate into action.

Workshops: 3:30 - 4:30 p.m.
How to Unlock the Treasures, and Avoid the Pitfalls, of
Social Media Listening
Presenter: Amanda Durkee

Are you struggling with how to leverage social media to inform primary
research insights? Are you overwhelmed by the myriad tools offering you solutions, yet requiring too much time or money? Many of today’s tools have been
designed for marketers rather than researchers. This session will provide you
with some real-world examples of how to use social media most effectively to
inform and enhance qualitative research studies. It will include:
}
}
}

Steps for setting up a successful social media listening campaign
Issues to avoid to maximize success
Best practices for monitoring and sharing results

Target audience: Researchers who are new to social-media monitoring and would like
to understand how to effectively dip into the river of social media data to inform traditional
research studies.

Vegas, Baby!

Presenter: Gene Johnson

While we’re in Vegas, it begs the question: what can we learn from consumer
attitudes and behaviors about gambling that applies to real-life decision
making? Gambling terminology infuses our lives and everyday language, and
the concept of risking a small stake for the prospect of greater gain is a basic
motivator of consumer behavior, whether these people wager money in casinos
or not.
This presentation will give attendees some historical and social background on
the industry that built the city of Las Vegas, dispel common misconceptions,
and demonstrate how gambling is fundamentally interwoven into the human
character. The presentation will further explore how gambling plays a role in
human behavior and the everyday decisions and social interactions that are
so important to qualitative research. Historically, it will show that gambling
predates agriculture and can be found in some form today in virtually every human culture. The presentation will describe how gaming developed in ancient
civilizations, flourished through the Middle Ages, and was studied by many of
the intellectual giants of the Renaissance. Gambling was responsible for the
science of statistics, which originated to predict the probability of future gaming outcomes, and remains an essential tool for marketing researchers today.
Target audience: For QRCs who want to know about gambling and risk-taking behaviors
in general, how risk-taking relates to product purchase decisions (especially new or previously untried products), and how the basic human urge to gamble plays a part in current
decision-making theories including behavioral economics.

Get Ahead in the Cloud: How to Run Your Business Cost
Effectively Using Tools and Services Freely Available
Online
Presenter: Jennifer Dale

Online tools and services are not just for online businesses! Whether you moderate face-to-face or online, this value-packed session will reveal how QRCs are
using the Internet right now, at little cost, to work faster and smarter.
Don’t let buzz words like “cloud computing” and SaaS turn you off. Discover
from first-hand accounts how to take advantage of web-based software that
will improve productivity, streamline collaboration, and enhance your presentations while simultaneously decreasing your business expenses.

With so many free applications and solutions available online, how can anyone
choose? Snap out of your decision paralysis and get organized, informed and
in-touch. Learn where to find, and how to use, the best performing and lowest
cost software for QRCs. Experience true mobility and add value to your business and your life!
Target audience: Recommended for QRCs and small business owners seeking cost
saving tips and tools for running a business.

Unleashing the Power of Real People
Presenters: Renee Murphy and Justin Masterson

Qualitative research is powered by the depth, imagination, and luminance of
real people. Our respondents are the lifeblood of our work – the inspiration
for and ultimate judges of all that we do, and all that we help our clients to
achieve. This presentation will share three methods to tap into the power of
real people by engaging their imaginations with excitement and tension that
encourages the human propensity for multi-sensory metaphor that, in turn,
unlocks the creative process. We will invite the qualitative researchers attending to brainstorm new ways to unleash this creative potential in real people and
improve their insights tenfold.
Specific method case studies to highlight valuing respondents in research
include:
}
}
}

Auction – utilizing game principles to engage respondents in an arena that
they understand
Holistic Initiative Design/Co-Creation – utilizing pictures and images to
give respondents a voice beyond the verbal
Tension & Resolution – getting into awkward objective-related situations
with respondents, together, and resolving the tension

Target audience: For people who can’t shake the feeling that they’re not getting the
best from every respondent who walks into their research realm.

Workshops: 4:45 - 5:45 p.m.
Every Time I Think I Have the Answers, Someone
Changes the Questions: QR in the Rapidly Changing
World of US Healthcare
Presenter: Maria Shepherd

Hospitals, MDs, and medical company clients are reeling from the changes that
are occurring in healthcare! Ask an MD about current issues, and you may lose
control of the focus group – these changes impact our medical and pharma
clients and respondents emotionally, professionally and financially. You won’t
have to probe far to get them talking about an alphabet soup of ACOs, EMRs
and their impact on US healthcare.
This session is a review of current and future changes to help you stay on
top of the conversation (and also to learn how healthcare reform can affect
you). Further, it will discuss how to turn findings into actionable marketing
tactics, thereby increasing your value to your clients. Three case studies will
be presented and will cover:
}
}
}

Integrating new topics in medical QR, like the “R” word (reimbursement)
How the development of accountable-care organizations will impact MD
perceptions and use of medical devices and pharmaceutical products
How new applications in Healthcare IT (HIT) are changing the landscape of
how medical respondents operate and the products our medical and
pharma clients provide to them

Stay relevant! Learn about the future of our medical and pharma clients and
how these changes will affect QR in healthcare.
Target audience: All QRCs involved in medical or pharma research, and those who want
to move into this arena.
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Qualitative Research on a Quantitative Scale: Are We
Ready?
Presenter: Sean Conry

Friday, October 14, 2011
Workshops: 9:00 - 10:30 a.m.

The untold story about modernizing qualitative research is not about how you
can “listen” to social media, run an online focus group, hold SMS conversations or let users post to bulletin boards from their smartphone. Those
techniques are powerful, but we also need to think one step further and be
inspired by the characteristics of social media that have attracted more than
600 million participants.

Marketing Research too often falls short at “marketing” research.

Attendees will be challenged to think about how to design research and
engage with respondents in ways that engender trust, increasing the likelihood
of sharing more insightful information. We will also explore new ways of looking at ethnography: diaries through a mobile digital research approach that
blurs the boundary between qual and quant for better client outcomes. We will
share thoughts about re-inventing your approach to employ “recall busting
research” and will illustrate some ways to notice emerging themes from visual
data collected in real time from respondents. Finally, we will showcase how
mobile qual can create additional opportunities with clients who rely on quant,
and consider how these techniques fit into mixed-method research.

What researchers find engaging – the manner in which research is conducted,
the way findings are presented – too often falls short in engaging the key
decision makers they are trying to influence. In this session you’ll learn how
to structure your study designs and findings to be seamlessly integrated into
the key marketing decision-making process – making you a more critical part
of their support team. You will also be provided examples of ways to create
deliverables that “market” your insights long after the project is completed.
Specifically, the session will provide insights into methods to engage stakeholders from study design through reporting, and offer guidelines for assessing
success; numerous case studies will be showcased.

Target audience: For anyone interested in learning about how to use mobile digital
research to take a “less traditional” approach.

Attendees will leave the session knowing more about ways immersive methodologies and video can be employed, either on a small scale (in more traditional
reports) or as a larger-scale research event.

Supercharging Qualitative Insights into Marketing
Messages
Presenter: Connie Chesner

Let’s face it, you’re already skilled at designing and conducting research.
After all, it’s your area of expertise. But how skilled are you at transforming
those insights into clear action options for your clients – ones that get used
and referenced long after you’ve left the room? You know what you heard, but
what does it mean to your client, and how can you communicate implications in
a way the client can run with?
Attendees will leave this session with a practical set of tools and techniques
that align the analytic process with their client’s need for strategic, businessfocused insights.These tools provide resources that allow planning, application, and development of insights. Analysis developed through this approach
can then be translated into reporting that gets noticed, appreciated, and used
within the client organization.
Target audience: Researchers looking to enhance their analysis skills with additional
tools and techniques as they approach new projects with business-focused clients.

Sparks! How to Ignite Red Hot Ideas: A Hands-On,
101 Guide to Idea Generation and Connection-Making
Exercises

The Marketing of Research: Engaging Key Stakeholders
Through Research and Reporting
Presenter: Robert Miner

Target audience: QRCs who want to increase the visibility, usefulness, and impact of
their research reporting.

Going for a BIG Insight? Understanding the Stages of
Creativity
Presenter: Joanne Brunn

Why is it so hard to get to that Aha moment? Creativity is often misunderstood
and may seem overwhelming to put into practical use. However, we all naturally follow the creative stages of preparation, incubation, illumination, and
verification. Through understanding these research-based stages of creativity,
you will learn how to identify and manage the stages to encourage creativity.
The stage that often gets neglected or outright prohibited is incubation – yet
that is the major factor in getting to that Aha moment of illumination. Come
and learn practical and fun ways to best take advantage of everyone’s natural
creative flow.
You’ll walk away from this session with:
}

}

Presenter: Laurie Tema-Lyn

A good QRCA consultant often needs to be light on the feet, being able to jump
into a qualitative group or client team session with a quick exercise or two to
bring new connections and ideas to the table. This lively, interactive workshop
will demonstrate just how to do that. Participants will feel informed, encouraged and refreshed, and learn new techniques that they can add to their
moderator’s/facilitator’s toolbox.
Target audience: Skilled QRCA consultants who would like to boost their skills or
confidence in using creative techniques, and newcomers who would like to learn them to
enhance their business practices.

Vegas-Style Party at Lavo Nightclub: 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
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}

The ability to identify which stage of the creative process your project,
client or workshop participants are in and how to incorporate that
knowledge into your work
Practical tools for integrating incubation into your own focus groups,
interviews, and client workshops
An understanding of what happens to your brain during insight and how
to set the stage for this to easily occur

Target audience: Suitable for QRCs at every level of experience who are interested in
understanding more about creativity for themselves, their clients and for the participants
in their workshops.

Hate Selling? Build Profile Instead
Presenter: Susan Abbott

I hate cold calls – I hate getting them, and I don’t like making them either. Like
many successful independent consultants, I have used profile-building strategies to build my professional brand, and so can you.
As always, it’s about the brand – your brand, and your unique value proposition. You know what you stand for, why clients hire you, and what sets you
apart. But how do you get that brand out in the world in a bigger way? More

importantly, in a way that attracts the attention of potential clients? Today’s
tech-based tools make this easier than before, but only if you use them well.
What you need is your own practical strategy, combining online and offline
methods, customized to your personal strengths.
Profile building takes time, but there’s an added bonus: becoming a better
researcher, writer, and presenter while you are at it.
This highly interactive workshop will review the broad brand-building territory
from newsletters to e-books, blogs and public speaking, focusing on some of
the pros and cons of each approach. You’ll leave the session with a better
sense of you, where your brand can shine, and a practical plan that you can
start implementing immediately.
Target audience: For individuals who have all the basics in place and want to grow their
business by building a high-profile personal brand.

Workshops: 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
The Six Drivers of Trust – How to Build Trust
with Clients
Presenter: Nick Black

When you’re in the business of market research, commanding trust is the
key to success. A primary driver of client relationships and loyalty, when
clients trust you: 83% will recommend you to other people, 82% will use your
products and services frequently, and 50% will pay more for the services you
provide.
So how can you build trust with existing and potential clients?
That’s the topic of this presentation and the focus of studies conducted by
Concerto Marketing Group and Research Now. Using morphological psychology, and real-life examples from Europe, Australia and North America, this
presentation will explain:
}
}
}

Why trust is the key to building your business
What the six psychological drivers of trust are
How you can build trust with existing and potential clients

By the end of this session, attendees will understand what the six psychological drivers of trust are, and how they can use these drivers to improve their
client relationships.
Target audience: Executives, owners and managers of market research businesses;
specifically those involved in selling research projects and delivering research results to
clients.

Moving Traditional Projectives Online
Presenter: Monica Zinchiak

This presentation will give you the knowledge and confidence to adapt faceto-face projective techniques to your online research studies – be it bulletin
boards, insight communities, immersion studies, or anything in between! Case
studies and examples will illustrate a number of projective techniques which
the presenter has used in the past with great success, in addition to informing
you of what has not worked so well. Attendees will learn:
}
}
}
}

Which techniques best translate to the online environment
Three key components which will make any online projective successful
The how-to’s of creating and implementing your own original online
projectives
Resources for ready-to-use exercises and online qual resources

You will walk away with inspiration and new tools to include in your online qualitative toolbox which are sure to better engage your respondents and produce
richer insights for your clients.
Target audience: This session is designed for researchers who have a solid understanding of online qualitative research and are hoping to up their game and for those
struggling with how to get more from their online respondents.

Tech Tools & Jargon for Success in Business
Presenters: Patrice Wooldridge and Patrick Wooldridge

Join us for a simple, entertaining, and engaging session on the latest hardware, software, and tech jargon that can allow you to express your creativity
and better relate to younger consumers and clients. Gain uncomplicated
understanding of netbooks vs. notebooks vs. tablets, twitter vs. tumblr, cloud
computing, etc. Learn tips for employing these new terms and technologies in
our profession and choosing just the right solution for your needs. Technology
can help us to manage our business more efficiently – plus we can entertain
ourselves and our clients while doing good work!
All attendees interested in getting and staying current with new trends and
terms and effectively using technology will likely pick up at least a few new
ideas. Those with less experience will gain a clear and understandable overview and exposure to the field, while the more experienced are invited to share
their experience and insights. This session will be particularly tailored for those
who work on their own, or with just one or two others, and don’t have an IT
department to rely on. Technophobes are particularly encouraged to attend.
We will speak plain English.
Target audience: For technophobes and technophiles alike who want to understand and
explore new terms and gadgets that can be useful in qualitative research.

Workshops: 2:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Increasing the Effectiveness of Ethnography in Shopper Insights Research: Or, Understanding the Shopping
Primate
Presenter: Gavin Johnston

The retail landscape is changing radically: 70% of purchase decisions happen
in store; 68% of in-store purchases are impulse buys; and 59% of purchases
are unplanned. It’s no longer sufficient to think about shoppers as people simply looking for goods – they are looking for experiences and using shopping
to facilitate cultural and social needs. After touching briefly on the differences
between formal applied anthropology and basic shopper insights marketing
research, this presentation will help take the qualitative practitioner to the next
level of field-based research by:
} Sharing more advanced techniques and how-to’s for correlating cultural
cues, language, non-verbal communication, along with a systems-based approach to shopper insights
} Identifying best practices, outcomes, and expectations for integrating an
ethnographic market research project with designers and marketers based on
extensive case histories

Attendees will come away from the session with a series of new techniques for
gathering insights, an understanding of how to incorporate them into existing
research methods, and techniques for including insights into the design and
innovation process.
Target audience: This seminar is for individuals who want to take their ethnographic
skill set to the next level and learn new ways of applying insights to shopper marketing.
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The Dating Game: Attraction to Long-Term Client
Relationships
Presenter: Kathy Jacobs-Houk

What are the keys to attracting and maintaining client relationships? Learn
what qualitative research buyers at major CPGs, financial, pharma and full-service companies said they find alluring about QRCs during the initial encounter;
how to get the first date; how to flame the infatuation and land the proposal
that leads to a lasting relationship.
Join contestants (our own well-established QRCs) in this rendition of the popular television show, The Dating Game, as they answer the burning question of
how to get and keep clients.
Contestants will be asked the same questions posed to qualitative research
buyers during IDIs conducted prior to the session. A grand prize will be
awarded to the QRC contestant with the highest score!
Corporate qualitative research buyers and full service firms revealed:
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}

Where are the “target rich environments” to meet them?
Who initially engages their attention?
Why do they ask you out on the first date?
What catches their eye during the date?
Who should call (follow-up) first?
How do you get asked out again?
When can you take it to the next level?
What builds a healthy long-term relationship?
How do you keep the spark alive?

Target audience: Whether you are a new QRC or have been around the block, you’ll
hear from client interviews and directly from peers what works when courting and engaging those desired clients.

Art as Qualitative Research: Considering the Possibilities

Presenter: Deborah Potts

Collage, storytelling, photo journals – such techniques have become mainstream in qualitative research. These forms of artistic expression have given
us new modes of inquiry, beyond straight Q&A. They allow us and our clients
deeper understanding of the human experience, tapping emotion and displaying context. But is this all there is? How can we push the boundaries of the
tools we’ve got and how might we use art to develop new ones? What other
artistic modalities might we use and to what end? This presentation explores
the theory and practice of art in qualitative research. It borrows heavily from
the recent Sage publication, Handbook of the Arts in Qualitative Research, and
includes presentation, hands-on practicum and even some brainstorming as
we explore together the interface of art and qualitative research.
Target audience: This session is for moderators who have some experience using
creative tools in their research projects.

Workshops: 3:45 - 5:15 p.m.
“In the Moment” with Mobile

Presenters: Dana Slaughter and Kristin Schwitzer
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In the past 12 months, all major online qualitative providers have launched new
mobile platforms, making it easier than ever to gain insights “in the moment.”
So, how might you leverage these capabilities, and what are the benefits of
using mobile qualitative? You’ll hear from two QRCs who have used mobile
qual in several applications with their clients, and have experience across
multiple mobile platforms. They will present 3-4 case studies: watching the
Super Bowl, getting in the game with US Lacrosse, studying spending with
teens, and more! Further, they will demonstrate the opportunities, advantages,
and guardrails for using mobile effectively. Toward the end of the session, the
audience will work in small groups to “design your own” mobile qual study. The
session will wrap up with time dedicated for Q&A.

Benefits for attendees:
}
}
}
}
}
}

Gain perspective on the mobile qual industry
Understand when/when not to use mobile qual, including how to pick
which type of mobile is best for your needs
See examples of how other researchers have used mobile
Learn tips on what to do/not to do when working with mobile qual
Co-design a mobile qual study with your peers in a safe environment
Get the chance to ask questions of QRCs experienced with using mobile

Target audience: This session is for experienced QRCs who are looking to leverage
mobile in their studies and learn new approaches. Prior experience with online QR not
required.

Concept Crisis 101: How to Fix, Cobble and Mend
“Broken” Concepts for Actionable Client Learning
Presenter: Martha Guidry

Each QRC desires to truly partner with clients to give them the best quality output for their research dollar. Unfortunately, sometimes you get stuck with some
horrible stimuli. This situation can be particularly problematic when it comes to
writing and evaluating marketing concepts.
In this session, you can brush up on your concept writing skills and/or learn
how to better evaluate a concept. Learn about the basic structure of a winning
concept, the typical pitfalls in clients’ concepts, and ways you can address
these problems. You’ll leave with enhanced concept knowledge and helpful
strategies to employ to help “manage” your clients’ concepts to a better place
before the research occurs. Save your client time and money while making
yourself invaluable to their concept refinement process by attending “Concept
Crisis 101.”
Target audience: Any QRC who wants to be more effective doing “marketing concept”
work.

Everything Old is New Again: How to Refresh Focus Groups
and Save Your Business
Presenter: Frankie Johnson

Once seen as the edgy and creative side of market research, traditional focus
groups are now often derided as out-of-date and unnecessary given the explosion of online alternatives. This presentation argues that, while focus groups
should be the bedrock of any successful QRCs business, in order to be relevant
a qualitative research firm must also provide access to other newer methodologies. The trick lies in seamlessly blending the old with the new. You will be given
examples of how to add value to focus groups by layering on the new tools of
online and mobile research, as well as ways to leverage social media. You will
come away with renewed enthusiasm about traditional methods and practical
tips to reinvigorate your business.
This session will not be a top-down tutorial. Rather, there will be ample time
allowed for audience participation and the sharing of ideas on how to thrive in
this brave new world of qualitative research. Be prepared to contribute as well
as learn from the others who attend.
Target audience: This session is primarily intended for seasoned QRCs who are looking
for new ways to expand, or simply maintain, their business

Farewell Cocktails: 5:15 - 6:45 p.m.
Dine-Arounds: 7:00 p.m.

Dine-arounds are the perfect place to relax over a great meal and really get
to know fellow QRCs socially, at a slower pace than most Conference activities
allow. Sign up at the Conference to join a group of 8-12 other QRCs for dinner.
Make your selection from the restaurant descriptions posted on the DineArounds board near the hospitality table.

Conference Information
The Venetian and The Palazzo
Resort Hotel Casinos
3355 Las Vegas Blvd. South | Las Vegas, NV 89109
Reservation Phone: (877) 385-3885
Rates per night:
Single/double rate: $199 USD
$35 per person for additional people over 12 years old
You may book your hotel reservations online at www.qrca.org or by calling the
Venetian reservation office at (877) 385-3885. Group code for reference is RQRCA.
We offer all conference attendees and exhibitors a special room rate of $199 USD
single/double occupancy per night + tax and charges based on availability.
This rate is guaranteed for stays from Sunday, October 9 through Saturday, October
15, 2011. Conference rates may be available 3 days pre and 3 days post conference,
based on availability. You must mention QRCA when making your reservation. The cutoff date to make reservations with the special QRCA rate is Tuesday, September 20, so
make your reservations today! For full hotel policies, visit www.qrca.org.
5% discount on American Airlines flights!
QRCA has arranged for a discount on American Airlines flights to and from Las Vegas
any time from October 8 through October 17. Use the following promotion code for
5% off any fare: 84H1BH

Thank you, Sponsors!

Platinum

About QRCA
The Qualitative Research Consultants Association
(QRCA) is a not-for-profit association dedicated to
elevating the standards and practice of qualitative
research. The largest professional organization
of independent qualitative research consultants in
the world, QRCA has more than 900 experienced
qualitative research professionals as members from
over 20 countries. Our goal is to promote excellence in
the field of qualitative research by pooling members’
experience and expertise to create a base of shared
knowledge.
For more information about QRCA, please visit www.
qrca.org or call 651-290-7491 or toll free at 888674-7722.

Sponsor and Exhibitor
Opportunities
Gold

The QRCA Conference is the largest gathering of
professional qualitative research decision-makers
in the industry and is truly the best opportunity for
research suppliers to make valuable connections!
Sign up to sponsor or exhibit at the conference
online at www.qrca.org.
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QRCA 2011 Annual Conference

October 12-14, 2011 | The Venetian and The Palazzo Resort Hotel Casinos| Las Vegas, NV

Three ways to register:
Online: Visit www.qrca.org and follow the links to the Conference registration page.
By mail: Be sure to include your check or credit card information. Mail this form to QRCA
Office at: 1000 Westgate Drive, Suite 252, St. Paul, MN 55114 USA
By fax: Please include your credit card information. Fill out form and fax to 651-290-2266.

_____________________________________________________________________
Name (as you would like it to appear on your name badge)

Registration fee includes:

_____________________________________________________________________
Company

}

_____________________________________________________________________
Address
_____________________________________________________________________
City
State/Province
Country
Zip/Postal Code
_____________________________________________________________________
Phone
_____________________________________________________________________
Email
_____________________________________________________________________
Accessibility and/or Special Dietary Requirements
_____________________________________________________________________
Besides English, what other language(s) do you speak?
Conference Rates
q Member: $775 (on or before September 12)
q Member Late Registration: $925 (after September 12)
q Qualified Non-member: $1,225 (on or before September 12)
q Qualified Non-member Late Registration: $1,375 (after September 12)
q Additional Guest for Wednesday Cocktail Party: $45
Guest Name: ______________________________________
q Additional Guest for Thursday Night Vegas-style Party at Lavo Nightclub: $125
Guest Name: ______________________________________
TOTAL $ _________
Payment Options
q Enclosed is my check for $__________ USD
q American Express
q Visa
q Mastercard
If paying by credit card, all following fields must be completed.
Card Number__________________________________ Exp. Date____________________
Phone _____________________________________ Security code _________________
Printed Name of Cardholder _ _________________________________________________
Signature _______________________________________________________________
Cancellation Policy: To receive a 100% refund (minus a $35 processing fee), all cancellations must be received in writing by
September 1, 2011. Cancellations after September 1 will be subject to the following cancellation fees:
• Received by September 12: $100 fee
• Received by September 27: $400 fee
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• Received by September 20: $250 fee
• Received after October 5: No refund

QRCA reserves the right to alter or cancel without prior notice any of the arrangements relating directly or indirectly to the conference.
QRCA will not accept liability for any losses and/or damage attendees may suffer on account of alteration or cancellation.

}

}
}
}
}

}

Three days of workshops
Breakfast, lunch and break
refreshments on Thursday
and Friday
Wednesday night Cocktail Party
Thursday Night Vegas-style
Party at Lavo Nightclub
Friday evening “Farewell
Cocktail Party”
Access to exciting Sponsor
and Exhibitor Marketplace
with many new exhibitors
A chance to meet new friends
and reconnect with old ones

Optional Activities:
First-Timers and Ambassadors
q This is my first QRCA conference and I want to be linked with an
Ambassador to make my first conference even richer.
q I have prior conference experience and would love to help a First
Timer get connected.
Healthy Connections
I am interested in:
q Thursday morning
q Friday morning
Early Arrivals Dinner
q I am planning to attend the
Early Arrivals Dinner.

(For office use only)

initials
date
CK/CC
amt. paid
bal. due

fin.

